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Abstract

We characterize and study zero-shot abstrac-001
tive summarization in Large Language Models002
(LLMs) by measuring position bias, which we003
propose as a general formulation of the more004
restrictive lead bias phenomenon studied pre-005
viously in the literature. Position bias captures006
the tendency of a model unfairly prioritizing007
information from certain parts of the input text008
over others, leading to undesirable behavior.009
Through numerous experiments on four diverse010
real-world datasets, we study position bias in011
multiple LLM models such as GPT 3.5-Turbo,012
Llama-2, and Dolly-v2, as well as state-of-the-013
art pretrained encoder-decoder abstractive sum-014
marization models such as Pegasus and BART.015
Our findings lead to novel insights and discus-016
sion on performance and position bias of mod-017
els for zero-shot summarization tasks.018

1 Introduction019

Deep learning based abstractive text summarization020

models and Large Language Models (LLMs) have021

shown remarkable progress in generating concise022

and coherent summaries from input articles that are023

comparable to human-written summaries (Zhang024

et al., 2023). Building upon this research, we aim025

to quantitatively measure summarization perfor-026

mance of LLMs (and pretrained encoder-decoder027

models for reference) by proposing position bias,028

which is a novel and general formulation of the029

lead bias phenomenon (Liu and Lapata, 2019).030

Position bias refers to the tendency of models031

to prioritize information from certain parts of the032

source text, potentially overlooking crucial details033

in other parts of the input article. While position034

bias has been studied previously in the literature as035

lead bias, we posit that lead bias is a specific case036

of position bias. Most prior works in this domain037

aim to propose methods that either incorporate or038

alleviate lead bias in models for improved perfor-039

mance (Xing et al., 2021; Zhu et al., 2021) without040

a thorough analysis of the problem itself. It is also 041

important to note that a formal definition for lead 042

bias is still currently lacking in related work. 043

In contrast to lead bias, position bias seeks to de- 044

cipher if models are over-utilizing sentences from 045

any section(s) of the input articles, instead of just 046

the leading segment. Moreover, a model’s output 047

summary can only be considered positionally bi- 048

ased if it overwhelmingly uses sentences from sec- 049

tion(s) of the input that the human-written (or gold) 050

summaries do not use themselves. For instance, if 051

gold summaries for a dataset are lead biased and 052

the model generates lead biased summaries, this is 053

desirable behavior and cannot constitute position 054

bias. In this scenario, if the model were to gener- 055

ate tail biased summaries, it would be regarded as 056

position bias. An example of a positionally biased 057

summary is shown in Figure 1. 058

Figure 1: An example of position bias where gold sum-
mary is tail biased and model summary is lead biased.

We show how position bias can be empirically es- 059

timated by generating a distributional mapping be- 060

tween summary sentences and the article sentences 061

used to generate the summary. Then, position bias 062

can be measured using a metric such as Wasser- 063

stein distance (Vaserstein, 1969) between the model 064

generated summary distribution and the gold sum- 065

mary distribution. Position bias measurements aug- 066

mented with traditional metrics such as ROUGE 067

scores (Lin, 2004) can provide a more holistic eval- 068

uation of zero-shot summarization models. 069
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In summary, we make the following contribu-070

tions in this work:071

• We generalize and formalize the notion of lead072

bias as position bias in zero-shot abstractive sum-073

marization. Lead bias can then be understood as a074

specific case of position bias (Section 3.2).075

• We show how position bias can be empiri-076

cally estimated for a given zero-shot summariza-077

tion model and hence, can be employed as a met-078

ric for summarization quality alongside traditional079

metrics such as ROUGE scores. We conduct ex-080

tensive experiments to benchmark LLMs (GPT081

3.5-Turbo1, Llama2-13B-chat2, and Dolly-v2-7B082

(Conover et al., 2023)) and pretrained encoder-083

decoder models (Pegasus (Zhang et al., 2020) and084

BART (Lewis et al., 2020)) on 4 diverse datasets:085

CNN/DM (See et al., 2017), Reddit TL;DR (Kim086

et al., 2018), News Summary (Ahmed et al., 2018),087

and XSum (Narayan et al., 2018) (Section 4).088

• Using our findings, we compile novel insights089

to aid practitioners in selecting the right model for090

their zero-shot summarization tasks. (Section 5)091

2 Related Works092

Related work has studied the more specific phe-093

nomenon of lead bias in summarization. Both094

Grenander et al. (2019) and Xing et al. (2021)095

propose approaches and architectural changes to096

models that can reduce lead bias in extractive sum-097

marization, where summary sentences are selected098

directly from the source text. In contrast, in our099

work we study position bias more generally in ab-100

stractive summarization. Interestingly, Zhu et al.101

(2021) seek to leverage lead biased pre-training to102

improve performance on news articles, which are103

known to be lead biased. Prior work has also an-104

alyzed LLMs for their performance as zero-shot105

abstractive summarizers (Retkowski, 2023). Goyal106

et al. (2022) study GPT-3 specifically in the con-107

text of news summarization and Zhang et al. (2023)108

benchmark the summarization performance of mul-109

tiple LLMs on the CNN/DM and XSum datasets.110

Tam et al. (2023) study the factuality of summaries111

generated by LLMs and Shen et al. (2023) use112

GPT 3.5-Turbo for evaluating summaries gener-113

ated by other models. Unlike our work, none of114

these works have studied position bias of zero-shot115

abstractive summarization in LLMs.116

1
https://platform.openai.com/docs/models/gpt-3-5

2
https://huggingface.co/meta-llama/Llama-2-13b-chat-hf

3 Proposed Approach 117

3.1 Zero-Shot Abstractive Summarization 118

A zero-shot abstractive text summarization model 119

A operates on the dataset tuple D = (X,G) where 120

X is a set of articles and G are their corresponding 121

reference gold summaries, generally written by 122

human annotators. Moreover, each article and its 123

corresponding gold summary consists of a variable 124

number of sentences. The model A then takes in as 125

input the set of articles in the set X and outputs a 126

summary, i.e., A(X) = S where S is the generated 127

summary. Traditionally, the model is evaluated 128

by comparing the generated summaries (S) with 129

the gold summaries (G) using the ROUGE metric 130

(Lin, 2004). We use R1/R2/RL to denote average 131

ROUGE-1, ROUGE-2, and ROUGE-L scores. 132

3.2 Formulating and Estimating Position Bias 133

Let an article x ∈ X have |x| = Nx number of 134

sentences. We also obtain the set of generated sum- 135

maries as S = A(X) where each s ∈ S has Ns 136

number of sentences. Since we consider abstractive 137

summarization3, let us also assume we have a map- 138

ping function ϕ that takes in a summary sentence 139

si ∈ s and maps it back to a sentence xj ∈ x in 140

the article that it was primarily derived from. Any 141

similarity function can be employed as a useful 142

approximation for such a mapping function ϕ.4 143

Most works on lead bias implicitly assert that 144

lead bias exists if for most si ∈ s, ϕ(si) maps to 145

some xj that lies between the first (0, k′] sentence 146

positions of the article. Here k′ ≪ Nx and can be 147

a dataset specific parameter– for example, for the 148

Lead-3 (Liu and Lapata, 2019) evaluation metric, 149

k′ = 3. However, this does not seem to be a 150

reasonable definition, especially when considering 151

general position. For example, consider a model 152

which tends to derive information for generating 153

summaries by using only the last few sentences 154

of the article. This tail bias might also constitute 155

undesirable behavior if the gold summaries are not 156

tail biased themselves, but will not be accounted 157

for in the lead bias paradigm. Hence, it is better 158

to reason about position more generally. 159

Since articles can be of differing lengths, po- 160

sition becomes specific to an individual article. 161

To overcome this issue, we divide each article x 162

into K segments of approximately equal length 163

3In extractive summarization, there is an exact one-to-one
mapping between summary and article sentences.

4ROUGE or TF-IDF vector similarities are some examples.
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Figure 2: Visualizing positional distributions of gold and model generated summaries for all datasets. The more
"different" these distributions are for a given dataset/model, the more position biased the model is for that dataset.

Figure 3: Measuring performance (R1 score) and position bias (Wasserstein distance between gold and generated
summaries’ positional distributions). Lower Wasserstein distance values correspond to lower position bias.

(refer to Appendix A for how to do this) where164

K ≤ minx∈X |x|. This results in each article hav-165

ing at least one sentence in a segment, and we now166

have a uniform way of measuring sentence position167

across articles irrespective of their length.168

To quantify position bias, we first obtain which169

article sentences the summary sentences are de-170

rived from using ϕ, for both gold G and generated171

A(X) summaries. Then, we can map these article172

sentences to article segments to obtain a general173

sense of position in the article. We now have a174

distributional mapping of summary sentences to ar-175

ticle segments. Using Wasserstein distance (Vaser-176

stein, 1969) between the G and A(X) positional177

distributions we can then measure position bias.178

4 Results179

For experiments, we consider the CNN/DM, XSum,180

News, and Reddit datasets. All datasets are differ-181

ent, in terms of domain, inherent position biases,182

or article and gold summary length. We choose 183

only instruction-tuned LLMs as they are more per- 184

formant at summarization (Retkowski, 2023) and 185

we cover different model sizes: GPT 3.5-T is large 186

(175B params), Llama-2 is mid-size (13B params), 187

and Dolly-v2 is small (7B params). We also con- 188

sider SOTA pretrained encoder-decoder models 189

such as Pegasus and BART, although these models 190

are not performant unless fine-tuned (i.e. many- 191

shot learning). All experiments are done on the test 192

set of datasets (more details in Appendix F). 193

We first visualize the positional distributions gen- 194

erated using our mapping procedure for the gold 195

summaries and model generated summaries in Fig- 196

ure 2 with K = 10. As can be seen, CNN and News 197

contain lead biased gold summaries and Reddit and 198

XSum are positionally uniformly distributed. It can 199

also be seen that the LLMs tend to have low posi- 200

tion bias on CNN, News, and Reddit datasets. How- 201

ever, for XSum, which constitutes the extreme sum- 202
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marization setting, LLMs as well as BART/Pegasus203

exhibit much more lead bias, which is absent from204

the gold summaries. In XSum, the articles are up205

to 286 sentences long, and summary lengths are206

required to be between 1-2 sentences long. This207

is the largest jump from article → summary and208

might explain models’ tendency to pick a single209

sentence from the leading segments of the article.210

Comparing even with Reddit where article lengths211

are up to 23 sentences long and summaries are 1-212

17 sentences long, it is evident that XSum poses a213

unique challenge for summarization models.214

Next, in Figure 3, we measure model perfor-215

mance using the R1 score between gold and gen-216

erated summaries (results for R2, RL are provided217

in Appendix B and follow similar trends) and po-218

sition bias using Wasserstein distance between the219

positional distributions of gold and generated sum-220

maries of Figure 2. As is evident, LLMs attain the221

highest ROUGE scores on all datasets, and tend to222

have very low position bias, with the exception of223

XSum. However, even for XSum, LLMs achieve224

excellent performance on ROUGE. BART/Pegasus225

tend to have low performance and BART is also226

heavily position biased across all datasets.227

5 Discussion228

Insights on Model Performance and Biases.229

• GPT 3.5-T consistently attains low position230

bias and high performance. Generally, GPT 3.5-T231

should be the de-facto choice for users, as can232

be seen in Figure 3. It consistently obtains high233

ROUGE scores and low position bias values. How-234

ever, the paid API and closed-source access might235

be unfavorable to some users. For open-source236

models, Llama-2 is the better choice compared237

to Dolly-v2, and at times obtains ROUGE scores238

higher than even GPT 3.5-T (for e.g. on XSum). In239

comparison, Dolly-v2 at times has arbitrary and un-240

predictable performance, such as its low ROUGE241

scores and large position bias on the Reddit dataset,242

unlike the other LLMs on the same dataset.243

• LLMs might exhibit significant lead bias for244

extreme summarization. LLMs exhibit strong lead245

bias in the extreme zero-shot summarization case246

(Figure 3, XSum). For users who wish to undertake247

a similar task (pick 1-2 sentence summaries from248

very lengthy articles), LLMs might tend to only249

select sentences/information from the beginning250

of the article. If this is undesirable, it would be251

recommended to instead collect gold summaries252

and finetune LLMs/models to counteract this. 253

• Suitability of encoder-decoder models. As 254

zero-shot summarizers, pretrained encoder-decoder 255

models like BART and Pegasus have high position 256

bias and low performance. This likely stems from 257

their need to be finetuned on article-gold summary 258

tuples to achieve SOTA performance. However, we 259

would like to caution users to ensure that there is no 260

positional mismatch between the data they finetune 261

on and their evaluation set.5 While obvious, not en- 262

suring this can lead to low ROUGE scores and high 263

position bias (we demonstrate this in Appendix C). 264

Choice of Mapping Function ϕ. For experi- 265

ments in the paper we use TF-IDF vector similari- 266

ties as ϕ. In our preliminary experiments, we did 267

not observe significant differences for other choices. 268

We provide these additional results when the R1 269

score is used instead and compare with the original 270

results (Appendix D). Future work can analyze this 271

choice of ϕ as well as effect of other values of K. 272

Correlation of Position Bias and ROUGE. An 273

interesting consequence of our ROUGE and posi- 274

tion bias results on datasets shows that their corre- 275

lation is highly data dependent. For e.g., for XSum 276

Spearman’s correlation shows statistically signif- 277

icant high positive correlation (≈ 0.89) between 278

Wasserstein distances and R2 scores across all mod- 279

els but for Reddit there is significant negative cor- 280

relation (≈ −0.89). See Appendix E for detailed 281

results. Hence, ROUGE scores are not enough 282

to assess position bias. This also makes intuitive 283

sense as ROUGE simply measures n-gram overlap 284

and cannot holistically evaluate models (Cohan and 285

Goharian, 2016). In future work other evaluation 286

metrics can be studied alongside position bias. 287

6 Conclusion 288

We analyze zero-shot abstractive summarization by 289

LLMs via a novel formulation of position bias. Po- 290

sition bias measures the tendency of models to gen- 291

erate summaries which overtly and unfairly utilize 292

certain portions of input text over others. Through 293

extensive experiments on the CNN/DM, XSum, Red- 294

dit, News datasets, as well as various models (GPT 295

3.5-T, Llama-2, Dolly-v2, Pegasus, BART), we ob- 296

tain novel insights about model performance and 297

position bias that contribute to a deeper understand- 298

ing of the challenges and opportunities in leverag- 299

ing LLMs for effective abstractive summarization. 300

5For e.g. finetuning on large # of news articles collected
over the internet to then summarize in a different domain.
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Limitations301

Our work formulates the concept of position bias in302

abstractive summarization and analyzes it in LLMs303

(and other reference models) across four diverse304

datasets: CNN/DM, XSum, Reddit, and News305

Summary. The main limitation is that position306

bias of LLMs needs to be evaluated on many more307

datasets, and on other diverse problem settings308

beyond the ones considered in our paper. Moreover,309

the source domain itself could be challenging310

(legal or medical documents) or the LLM might311

not have been trained with data from that domain.312

In such cases, the LLM might default to using313

certain sections of the input articles over others,314

resulting in position bias. Another limitation of our315

work has been the primary use of English language316

datasets, but it is important to benchmark LLM317

position bias using summarization datasets from318

other languages as well. Finally, a limitation of319

studies on LLMs such as GPT 3.5-Turbo is that320

they are constantly being updated and improved,321

and some behaviors might change or become322

non-existent in future versions. This necessitates323

assessing model performance/biases over time. In324

future work, we seek to alleviate these limitations.325

Ethics Statement326

Our work on position biases in LLMs is important327

for understanding how these models prioritize infor-328

mation, and whether or not they disproportionately329

emphasize specific sections of the source text when330

generating abstractive summaries in a zero-shot331

setting. As LLMs are further integrated in society332

and utilized in various application pipelines, it is333

crucial to understand their behavior in a transparent334

manner. Through this study, we wish to shed light335

on this issue and allow practitioners to understand336

undersirable model behavior with regards to the337

summarization task better. This work also enables338

users to understand scenarios in which these mod-339

els will generate more reliable outputs, leading to340

safer outcomes in practice.341
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Appendix434

A Dividing Articles into K Segments of435

(Approximately) Equal Length436

To overcome the issue of articles being of differing437

lengths, we need better mathematical structure for438

describing position across articles in a dataset. For439

this, we wish to divide an article x into K segments440

of approximately equal length. To achieve this, the441

j-th segment will contain the sentences of the arti-442

cle that lie in the interval:443

[(j − 1) · c+min(j − 1, d), j · c+min(j, d)− 1],444

where K ≤ minx∈X |x|, c =
⌊
Nx
K

⌋
, and445

d = Nx mod K.446

The aim is to distribute the content of the447

article into K segments in a way that makes the448

lengths of these segments as equal as possible.449

Here, the inequality K ≤ minx∈X |x| ensures450

that the number of desired segments K should451

not exceed the length of the shortest article in the452

set of articles X (otherwise it will lead to empty453

segments for those articles). The content of each 454

segment j (note, j represents the index of the 455

segment from 1 to K) is determined by an interval 456

defined by: (j − 1) · c + min(j − 1, d) (lower 457

bound) and j · c+min(j, d)− 1 (upper bound). 458

Intuitively, c =
⌊
Nx
K

⌋
calculates the approxi- 459

mate length of each segment as it divides the total 460

number of sentences in the article (Nx) by the de- 461

sired number of segments (K) and rounds down 462

to the nearest whole number. However, Nx might 463

not be fully divisible by K and hence, we might 464

have remainder d = Nx mod K. Hence, d ac- 465

counts for any additional content that cannot be 466

evenly distributed among the segments and ensures 467

that segments accommodate the variation in article 468

lengths. In this manner, the terms min(j − 1, d) 469

and min(j, d) in the lower and upper bounds of the 470

interval are used to account for potential variations 471

in segment length due to the remainder d. 472

B Additional Results for Other ROUGE 473

Metrics 474

Figure 4: Additional results for R2 and RL metrics.

In the main paper in Figure 3 we provided re- 475

sults for the ROUGE-1 (R1) score. Here, we pro- 476

vide additional results for the ROUGE-2 (R2) and 477

ROUGE-L (RL) scores measured between the gold 478

and model generated summaries as Figure 4. It can 479

be seen that the trends are similar to R1 and LLMs 480

exhibit stellar performance for R2 and RL across 481

all datasets. 482

C Additional Position Bias Results for 483

Finetuning BART and Pegasus 484

We go beyond the zero-shot setting to provide ad- 485

ditional results on measuring position bias when 486

BART and Pegasus are finetuned on the datasets 487

we consider. The training was carried out on one 488

NVIDIA-A100 with 50 GB memory. We use the 489

HuggingFace Seq2Seq Trainer Class with a batch 490
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Figure 5: Visualizing positional distributions of gold and Pegasus/BART generated summaries for all datasets with
and without finetuning on a particular dataset (training set). For the finetuned models, the diagonal subfigures are
the ones that have the same finetuning and evaluation datasets and have low position bias. All other subfigures have
a mismatch between finetuning and evaluation datasets, and exhibit high levels of position biases. That is, the model
generated summary positional distribution is very different from the gold summary positional distribution. The
no-finetuning results were also shown in Figure 2 and are provided again for reference.

size of 64, gradient checkpointing of 4 and gradient491

accumulation. We use mixed-precision training for492

all models. The learning rate for all models was493

set to 5.6e-5. While generating summaries during494

finetuning we use a single beam and maximum495

generation length of 128.496

We finetune on the training set of each of the497

4 datasets and evaluate on all datasets (for refer-498

ence we again provide the no-finetuning / zero-shot499

results of Figure 2). Results for the obtained posi-500

tional distributions are shown in Figure 5. It is evi-501

dent that if there is mismatch in the finetuning and502

evaluation datasets for pretrained encoder-decoder503

models, they exhibit high position bias, leading to504

biased summarization. Hence, it is important for505

practitioners to collect article-summary data for506

finetuning that exactly reflects their evaluation or507

production use-case.508

D Additional Results for Different ϕ509

For experiments in the main paper, we opt for TF-510

IDF vector similarities as the choice of the mapping511

function ϕ due to computational efficiency (over512

computing individual ROUGE scores between sum-513

mary and article sentences for e.g.). However, it is514

important to examine whether this choice signifi-515

cantly impacts results, trends, and our findings. In516

initial experiments with different ϕ we concluded517

that this choice does not affect results. In Figure518

Figure 6: Results on News and Reddit for Llama-2 when
ϕ is either TF-IDF similarity or ROUGE-1.

6 we provide results that support this by using R1 519

(ROUGE-1) as the metric for ϕ on the Reddit and 520

News datasets for Llama-2 generated summaries. 521

We compare the gold summary and generated 522

summary positional distributions for both datasets 523

when ϕ is computed using TF-IDF vectors and R1. 524

It is clear that the trends and results are the same for 525

both ϕ. Even the Wasserstein distance values com- 526

puted between gold and generated summaries do 527

not change much. For e.g. on Reddit: for TD-IDF 528

the distance value is 0.044 and for R1 it is 0.046. 529

Despite no significant differences, we believe fu- 530

ture work can explore the choice of ϕ more deeply. 531
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E Additional Results for Measuring532

Correlation Between ROUGE and533

Position Bias534

Table 1: Measuring Spearman’s correlation coeffi-
cient between position bias (Wasserstein distances) and
ROUGE metrics for all datasets (* denotes p-values of
≤ 0.1 and ** denotes p-values of ≤ 0.05).

Dataset Metric Correlation

CNN/DM
R1 0.499
R2 0.799*

RL 0.300

XSum
R1 0.899**

R2 0.999**

RL 0.899**

News
R1 -0.999**

R2 -0.899**

RL -0.999**

Reddit
R1 -0.799*

R2 -0.899**

RL -0.799*

In this section, we measure the correlation be-535

tween ROUGE scores (Lin, 2004) and Wasserstein536

distance computed between the gold summary and537

model generated summary distributions. We con-538

duct this experiment using Spearman’s correlation539

coefficient statistic over all models and for each540

dataset. We utilize the R1, R2, RL ROUGE met-541

rics individually for this analysis, and the results are542

shown in Table 1. We find that correlation is highly543

dependent on the dataset: for CNN the correlation544

is not strong and the results are not statistically sig-545

nificant, for XSum ROUGE and position bias are546

positively correlated and statistically significant,547

and for News and Reddit results are statistically548

significant but highly negatively correlated. This549

indicates that ROUGE itself is not enough to assess550

position bias and hence, independent position bias551

measurement is important for holistic summariza-552

tion evaluation.553

F Dataset, Model, and Training Details554

F.1 Detailed Dataset Information555

XSum (Narayan et al., 2018): The XSum dataset556

contains over 200K short, one-sentence news sum-557

maries answering the question "What is the article558

about?" and was collected by harvesting online ar-559

ticles from the British Broadcasting Corporation560

(BBC). The testing set consists of 11334 articles.561

The average number of sentences in the articles562

are 19.105. The total number of sentences in the563

summaries are 11334, leading to an average of 1 564

sentence per summary. 565

CNN/DM (See et al., 2017): The CNN/DM dataset 566

contains 300K unique news articles as written by 567

journalists at CNN and the Daily Mail and is one of 568

the most popular datasets for abstractive/extractive 569

summarization and abstractive question answering. 570

The testing set consists of 11490 articles. The aver- 571

age number of sentences in the articles was 33.37. 572

The total number of sentences in the summaries 573

was 43560 (an average of 3.79 sentences per sum- 574

mary). 575

Reddit TL;DR (Kim et al., 2018): The Reddit 576

dataset consists of 120K posts from the online dis- 577

cussion forum Reddit. The authors used these in- 578

formal crowd-generated posts as text source, in 579

contrast with existing datasets that mostly use for- 580

mal documents as source such as news articles. 581

We used an 80-20% train-test split to obtain 4214 582

articles in the test set. The average number of sen- 583

tences per article was 22.019. The total number of 584

sentences in the summaries was 6016 which leads 585

to an average of 1.4276 sentences per summary. 586

News Summary (Ahmed et al., 2018): The News 587

dataset was initially created for fake news classifi- 588

cation. We used the testing set comprising of 1000 589

articles. The number of sentences in the summaries 590

are 1012 (an average of 1.012 per summary) 591

F.2 Models 592

Pegasus (Zhang et al., 2020): The Pegasus model 593

family is used mainly for text-summarization tasks. 594

We use the google/pegasus-large checkpoint6 from 595

Huggingface as the summarization model. 596

BART (Lewis et al., 2020): BART is a Seq2Seq 597

encoder-decoder model for language tasks. We use 598

the facebook/bart-large checkpoint7 from Hugging- 599

face as the summarization model. 600

GPT 3.5-T 8: GPT-3.5-turbo is OpenAI’s flagship 601

LLM which has been instruction-tuned and opti- 602

mized for chat purposes. We utilized the model 603

from Microsoft Azure’s OpenAI service and the 604

version was the August 3rd version. 605

Llama2-13B-chat 9: Meta developed and publicly 606

released the Llama-2 family of LLMs, a collection 607

of pretrained and fine-tuned generative text models 608

ranging in scale from 7-70 parameters. The chat 609

versions of the models are optimized for dialogue 610

6
https://huggingface.co/google/pegasus-large

7
https://huggingface.co/facebook/bart-large

8
https://platform.openai.com/docs/models/gpt-3-5

9
https://huggingface.co/meta-llama/Llama-2-13b-chat-hf
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via instruction finetuning. We generated inferences611

by modifying the PyTorch code provided in the612

official Github repository: https://github.com/613

facebookresearch/llama.614

Dolly-v2-7B (Conover et al., 2023): Dolly-v2-615

7B is a 6.9 billion parameter causal language616

model created by Databricks that is derived from617

EleutherAI’s Pythia-6.9B model and finetuned on618

a 15K instruction corpus generated by Databricks619

employees. We used the databricks/dolly-v2-7b620

checkpoint10 from HuggingFace as the summariza-621

tion model.622

F.3 Generating Summaries via LLMs623

We provide the prompts used to generate sum-624

maries for each LLM and each dataset (prompts625

might differ between datasets for the same model626

due to different summary requirements, and they627

might differ across models as different models re-628

spond to input text differently). Note that {Article}629

in each prompt should be replaced by the article to630

be summarized. It is also important to note that the631

prompts were adapted iteratively through multiple632

experiments to ensure that models followed the633

prompt as closely as possible. At times models did634

not follow the prompt specifications exactly and635

would generate more summary sentences than re-636

quired for that dataset (for e.g. GPT 3.5-T followed637

exact prompt specifications 74.9% of the time).638

Hence, for parity between dataset and model sum-639

maries, and fair comparison between all models,640

we uniformly randomly sampled (so as to not add641

inductive bias) the number of sentences required642

from the generated output. Also, due to OpenAI’s643

content moderation policy GPT 3.5-T did not644

give responses for a minority of inputs (6.16% of645

all input). We believe future LLM versions will646

improve along these lines to always follow prompts647

exactly as specified so post-hoc measures will not648

be required. We now provide prompts below.649

F.3.1 Prompts for GPT 3.5-T650

Xsum: For the following article: {Article}. Return a sum-651

mary comprising of 1 sentence. Write the sentence in a dash652

bulleted format.653

CNN/DM: For the following article: {Article}. Return a654

summary comprising of 3 sentences. Write each sentence in a655

dash bulleted format.656

Reddit: For the following article: {Article}. Return a sum-657

mary comprising of 1 sentence. Write the sentence in a dash658

bulleted format.659
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News: For the following article: {Article}. Return a sum- 660

mary comprising of 1 sentence. Write the sentence in a dash 661

bulleted format. 662

F.3.2 Prompts for Llama2-13B-chat 663

Xsum: For the following article: {Article}. Return a sum- 664

mary comprising of 1 sentence. Write the sentence in a num- 665

bered list format. 666

For example: 667

1. First sentence 668

CNN/DM: For the following article: {Article}. Return a 669

summary comprising of 3 sentence. Write the sentence in a 670

numbered list format. 671

For example: 672

1. First sentence 673

2. Second sentence 674

3. Third sentence 675

Reddit: For the following article: {Article}. Return a sum- 676

mary comprising of 1 sentence. Write the sentence in a num- 677

bered list format. 678

For example: 679

1. First sentence 680

News: For the following article: {Article}. Return a sum- 681

mary comprising of 1 sentence. Write the sentence in a num- 682

bered list format. 683

For example: 684

1. First sentence 685

F.3.3 Prompts for Dolly-v2-7B 686

Xsum: Generate a 1 sentence summary for the given article. 687

Article: {Article}. 688

CNN/DM: Generate a 3 sentence summary for the given 689

article. Article: {Article}. 690

Reddit: Generate a 1 sentence summary for the given article. 691

Article: {Article}. 692

News: Generate a 1 sentence summary for the given article. 693

Article: {Article}. 694

G Code and Reproducibility 695

We open-source our code and provide it as a 696

Github repository: https://anonymous.4open. 697

science/r/position_bias. The repository con- 698

tains explicit instructions for how to reproduce our 699

results and analyze the findings for each model. 700

We used Python 3.8.10 for all experiments. The ex- 701

periments were conducted on Ubuntu 20.04 using 702

NVIDIA GeForce RTX A6000 GPUs running with 703

CUDA version 12.0. 704
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